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Abstract
The paper presents a novel approach to solve a classical two-sample problem with 
right-censored data. As a result, an efficient procedure for verifying equality of the 
two survival curves is developed. It generalizes, in a natural manner, a well-known 
standard, that is, the log-rank test. Under the null hypothesis, the new test statistic 
has an asymptotic Chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom, while the 
corresponding test is consistent for a wide range of the alternatives. On the other 
hand, to control the actual Type I error rate when sample sizes are finite, permuta-
tion approach is employed for the inference. An extensive simulation study shows 
that the new test procedure improves upon classical solutions and popular recent 
developments in the field. An analysis of the real datasets is included. A routine, 
written in R, is attached as Supplementary Material.
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1 Introduction

We consider the two-sample censorship model with n = n1 + n2 independent 
observations made of nl individuals from the lth population, l = 1, 2 . The ith sub-
ject in the lth sample has nonnegative, independent, latent survival and censor-
ing times X0

li
 and Uli with the corresponding continuous distribution function Fl 

and Gl , respectively, i = 1,… , nl , l = 1, 2 . The observable random variables are
Xli = min{X0

li
,Uli} together with their censoring statuses Δli = �(X0

li
≤ Uli) , where 
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